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Geulas Yisrael: 
Rosh Hashanah- 
A Great Day to 
Be Jewish

“The angels tremble and are seized 
with fear. Terrified, they announce: 
The Day of Judgement is upon us”. 

This alarming image- conjured in the Mus-
saf section of Netaneh Tokef- captures the 
fear and grandeur of Rosh Hashanah. This 
remarkable scene also underscores the 
“sweep” of a day which reverberates across 
the highest heavens. Jew and non-Jew, and 
even celestial inhabitants, perceive the 
solemnity and royalty of Hashem’s pres-
ence on this day of awe. Rosh Hashanah 
isn’t just universal, it is cosmic. 

On the day that the universe was created, 
it is annually renewed. Not only is the 
natural world rebooted but human fate 
is recalibrated. One by one we pass in 
front of Hashem, our behavior assessed, 
our motives scrutinized, and our future 
decided. Unlike classic Jewish holidays, 
Rosh Hashanah isn’t associated with a for-
mative event of Jewish history. This day 
of immensity and enormity is broader 
than the Jewish experience. It is the day of 
creation and the day of “everything”. It is 
timeless and comprehensive.
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Yet, despite the far-reaching and universal 
nature of the day, Rosh Hashanah is also 
a particularly Jewish experience. It is the 
mix of universalism and Jewish experience 
which powers the day and infuses it with 
such vigor and splendor. This day of all 
humanity is also the day of the Jews: 

We Are Aware

The trial of humanity fortifies Divine 
authority in our planet. No human can 
escape His gaze nor can any human avoid 
His judgement. It is a day of immense 
authority and supreme power. However, 
only one nation is aware of this unfolding 
drama and only one nation is responsive 
to the augmented presence of Hashem. A 
verse in Tehillim (89) extols the privilege of 
the one nation that comprehends this day: 
Ashrei ha’am yodei teru’ah. We alone are 
‘yodei teru’ah’; we alone identify the sho-
far sound. Our world is abuzz with noise 
and commotion- horns detonate and sirens 
blare. On this day, the mighty and majestic 
voice of the shofar coronates the Master of 
All. Only one nation understands the full 
weight of this day and its proceedings. The 
chosen nation. 

Authors, Not Spectators

Beyond being the lone nation to fully 
grasp the gravitas of this day, the Jewish 
people also shape the contours of the day. 
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The world, having been launched by the 
word of Hashem, once bristled with His 
uncontested will. However, Man’s first dis-
obedience plunged the world into rebellion 
and into centuries of religious confusion. 
One day the world will return to its pristine 
state of global recognition of Divine author-
ity. Until that day arrives, we continue to 
stand for God in this world. Without our 
heroic defiance, His presence in this world 
would fade. Throughout the year we rep-
resent Him - quietly but heroically- defying 
a world of hate and hostility. One Rosh 
Hashanah, for one day, we taste the future 
world we so tirelessly pursue- a world of 
His uncontested presence. If we don’t cor-
onate Hashem in this fallen world, who 
will? We are the guardians of Hashem’s 
presence in our world, and on this day we 
preview the future state we are so commit-
ted to designing. Without willing subjects, 
sovereignty is hollow.

Sweet Memories

The gravitas of this day can be fearsome. 
Our Mussaf tefillah declares: “You recall 
all history and scan all creatures. Hidden 
truths are laid bare to you while nothing is 
forgotten”. Recognizing the enormity of this 
audit, we lament: “Happy is the man who 
hasn’t forgotten you “. Sadly, we acknowl-
edge that we never miss an opportunity to 
forget Him. The repercussions of this day of 
Memory are frightening. 

Yet, for us, the Day of Memory is also 
promising and empowering. We invoke 
illustrious memories of past glories. From 
the courage of the akeidah to the faith of 
the desert. From the valleys of our Avot to 

the mountain-ranges of Sinai. From the 
melodies of the Mikdash to the defiance 
of Jewish exile. The sad still sound of the 
shofar echoes with our everlasting Cove-
nant with Hashem. A potentially crushing 
day of harsh inspection transforms into a 
sweet and nostalgic day of Jewish people-
hood, heroism and historical destiny. Pride 
replaces fear.

Inching Toward Utopia 

On this day the world was launched we 
recall creation, but we also envision 
redemption. Our world will only be fully 
repaired when the Jews are resettled in 
their Land, realigned with Heaven, and, 
once again, positioned to provide the world 
with moral clarity and human prosperity. 
The prophetic and visionary sound of the 
shofar predicts the “Gathering” without 
which human progress is forever delayed: 
“The lost Jews will return from Ashur and 
the refugees from Egypt and we will all bow 
to Hashem in Yerushalayim”. One day that 
assembly will be awakened by the blaring 
sound of a heavenly shofar. Each year, on 
Rosh Hashanah, we symbolically blow our 
human shofar in hopes of accelerating that 
Heavenly sound. Universal welfare will not 
transpire without the Jewish return to his-
tory. Utopia runs through Jerusalem. On 
the very day we pray for universal prosper-
ity, we ponder Jewish selection and dream 
of redemption. It is a day of Jewish destiny 
precisely because it is the day of universal 
future. We will lead humanity toward that 
terminus. Each Rosh Hashanah we inch 
closer.

Ketiva V’chatima Tova 


